MJ DICKSON
MJ Dickson is a Paranormal Investigator, Psychic Medium, Writer, Paranormal Television Producer, and
Director, based in Warwickshire, UK. She is known for her work as the co-host on Sky Pick TVs hit
paranormal show - ‘Paranormal Captured’ and has worked on shows such as ‘Most Terrifying Places’,
‘Paranormal Lockdown’, ‘Hotel Paranormal’, and ‘In Search Of The Paranormal’, as well as other
popular shows and documentaries.

Her experiences with the paranormal began at a young age and she soon realized that she had
inherited her mothers’ psychic abilities. Paired with her military father’s penchant for logic, MJ found
that this unusual combination of psychic and sceptic lent itself perfectly to becoming a successful
paranormal investigator. Those skills came in handy when she suspected she was living in a haunted
house and wanted answers. With over 12 years of experience in the paranormal field, MJ has
investigated hundreds of locations worldwide. Her research has taken her from the UK, USA, and Europe
to places such as South Africa and Zimbabwe, in search of all things strange.

MJ lectures at paranormal conventions around the world, teaching others the risks involved and the
basics of investigating as well as a wide range of other topics, a popular Paracon lecturer. Due to her
professionalism and the level of evidence she was able to document, Dickson is recognized as one of
the top female investigators within the field worldwide.

In 2011 she started her business – ‘Sage Paranormal’, a paranormal events and holiday company
based in Warwickshire, UK. In 2016 MJ launched the ‘Sage Paracon’, the most exclusive paranormal
convention within the UK. In addition to her paranormal investigation events, the ‘Sage Paracon’, and
her busy lecture schedule, MJ hosts ‘Sage Adventures’. These range from spooky weekend getaways
exploring all things paranormal to her ‘Sea Adventures’- a 10-night Paranormal Cruise, as well as her
‘Land Adventures’ which are 10-night adventures to haunted locations around the world.
In 2018 she worked alongside ‘Groff Entertainment’ as the Production Location Consultant for season
4 of the popular television series 'Paranormal Lockdown'. MJ has not only worked onscreen but also as
the Production Coordinator for Travel Channels ‘Most Terrifying Places’, which aired in October 2019.

She recently filmed 'Paranormal: Captured - Dead Of Winter (90-minute special) which airs on Sky Pick
tv in the UK on the 22nd December 2020 at 9 pm. MJ has two more shows due for release in 2021 season 2 of 'Hotel Paranormal' and ‘In Search Of The Paranormal’, keep an eye on her social media
for more information.

It is very rare that she is not doing something along the lines of investigating, researching, and exploring
all things weird and unknown. In her free time, she can often be found singing and playing guitar on
stage at her local open mic nights, she also enjoys writing for numerous

publications.

